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Introduction
Background
In keeping with the Department of Arts & Culture’s mission to enrich the quality of life by leading and
investing in San Antonio arts and culture, the Department commissioned this research to better understand
what opportunities exist to stimulate growth and development while continuing to engage and connect with
San Antonio’s residents and visitors.
The purpose of this study is to gather data that will help guide the City’s investment in arts and culture, in
order to continue providing equitable opportunities, maintain an inclusive environment, and enhance
engagement and visits.

Research Objectives
•

Measure levels of awareness of various venues, events and programs offered by the city

•

Understand the engagement and participation levels among the different segments

•

Measure attitudes and perceptions of the various arts and cultural attractions in the city

•

Identify opportunities to enhance arts and cultural offerings

•

Understand the various segments’ purchase intent / participation intent for attractions

•

Understand what programs will be successful and sustainable over time

•

Identify any barriers to engagement or participation for any of the arts and cultural attractions

•

Identify which arts and cultural attractions are underserved, but growing in appeal or those currently
not available in the city
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Methodology
In order to obtain statistically significant data that is projectable to the surveyed populations as a whole, a
quantitative survey methodology was used.
Two population segments were surveyed:
1. San Antonio Residents
2. Visitors to San Antonio in the past 18 months
Questionnaire
The same set of survey questions was used to survey both the segments. Questionnaire development was
initially undertaken in 2017 and was a collaborative effort between the San Antonio Department of Arts &
Culture and the Arts Community (Arts Agencies). This collaboration took place during a meeting at the Arts &
Culture offices where many members of the Arts Community (Agency staff) provided feedback and direction
regarding the questionnaire.
This collaboration between both groups continued in 2020 with the 2019 questionnaire refined and modified
for 2020 fielding due to updates in research objectives this wave given the pandemic. Additional questions to
understand the change in the attendance of last arts & culture event, before and during the COVID-19
pandemic were added to this year’s questionnaire.
The survey continues to be offered in two languages: English and Spanish.
Surveys for all the segments were offered online to those who wanted
to complete them on a computer, tablet, or mobile device.
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Survey Sample
The source of participants for the Resident and Visitor surveys is an online panel of consumers who have
indicated a willingness to take surveys online, they were also pre-identified as English or Spanish speakers for
easy targeting. These respondents are provided an incentive for completing surveys. The Dynata online panel
was used.
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Resident and Visitor survey participants were surveyed such that the final counts were representative of the
population of San Antonio Residents and Visitors
Residents and Visitors are demographically representative by:
•

Gender

•

Age

•

Household Income

•

Race/ethnicity

•

Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin

Timing
The survey was in field for the following dates in 2019:
•

Resident Survey: 9/15 - 10/22

•

Visitor Survey: 9/15 - 10/19

Survey Length
These surveys (Residents, Visitors) took an average of 7 minutes for participants to
complete.
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Completed Surveys
A total of 1,442 surveys were completed: 1,035 Residents, 420 Visitors and 1,464 Arts Patrons.
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Survey Participants
There are some differences by segment in terms of origin and ethnicity. (Note that the survey samples of
Residents and Visitors were balanced demographically to mirror the population.)
•

The majority of survey participants completed a survey in English.

•

However, almost half of the surveyed Residents and majority of the surveyed visitors are of Hispanic,
Latino or Spanish origin.

•

Most survey participants are White, although there are slightly more non-Whites within the Visitors.
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Both resident and visitor survey participants are same in terms of gender, age and their household.
•

Residents are more likely to be female, older and without children.

There are also substantial differences by segment with respect to education and household income.
•

Visitors are more highly educated and have higher incomes than the residents.
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Executive Summary & Conclusions
The survey methodology was highly inclusive and representative of the surveyed populations.
•

•

•
•

The total number of survey responses is 1,442
which results in a range of error of +/- 2.6
percentage points at 95% confidence.
Residents and Visitors were balanced so that the
demographics of these two segments mirrored the
population of San Antonio Residents and Visitors
to San Antonio.
A minimum of 100 Residents were surveyed in each District.
All surveys provided each respondent with the option to take the survey either in English or Spanish.

The populations surveyed, regardless of segment, are highly involved and supportive of arts and culture in
San Antonio.
•

•

•

•

A majority (83% in 2020 vs 88% in 2019) attend
cultural or artistic events in the city once a year or
more. Two out of five (40%) attend these events
monthly or more often, which was same as 2019.
[Q8]
There has been no significant change in attending
cultural or artistic events in the city once a year or
more by participants before COVID-19 pandemic
[Q8]. However, 7 in 10 respondents (72%) confirmed
that they have not attended any cultural or artistic
events either in person or virtually during COVID-19 pandemic [Q8a].
Almost 8 in 10 respondents (79%) believe that seeing and experiencing art in San Antonio is important;
almost half (38%) say that this is “very” important. [Q23]. There were drops in both results, given the
current times in 2020.
Most respondents are likely to recommend San Antonio arts and cultural activities to friends and
family members (68% give ratings 7-10 on a 0-10 scale - 10=significantly low in comparison to 85% in
2019). [Q13]
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Those surveyed have strong opinions about how art should impact
San Antonio. [Q21]
Roughly one-half or more of respondents (a significant decline in
2020) believe that, in the future, art should impact San Antonio in
the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

55% Stimulates local economy [2019: 64%]
55% Aesthetically improves the appearance and experience of
public facilities and open space [2019: 63%]
55% Makes art accessible to the public [2019: 62%]
53% Opens a dialogue [2019: 61%]
52% Provides landmarks that help define our city and its neighborhoods [2019: 59%]
50% Makes San Antonio competitive with other major cities [2019: 65%]
49% Connects art and culture to neighborhoods and tells their stories [2019: 60%]

Awareness, interest and participation in arts and cultural events and activities is high.
•

•
•

More than 3 in 5 respondents had attended/participated in the Arts festivals, fairs or parades (52%) in
San Antonio. While about 2 in 5 respondents had participated in exhibits (48%) crafts/artisan works
(35%), culturally specific programming (32%), dance performances (31%) in San Antonio. About 1 in 5
respondents had participated in classes, lectures or professional development (23%) and arts
education (22%) in the city. [Q15]
Performance Arts such as music performances (49%) and theatre performances (40%) had the greatest
participation, followed closely by public art exhibits (45%). [Q16]
Public arts and cultural offerings such as arts festivals, fairs, or parades (76%) and Exhibits (71%) had
the highest interest from respondents. [Q17, Top 2 box – very interested and interested]
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•

Music performances (77%), public art (73%) in San Antonio also generated high interest from
respondents. [Q18, Top 2 box – very interested and interested]. This is very similar to 2019.

•

More than 1 in 10 respondents suggested they would like to see arts & crafts classes (14%) and Music
events/concerts/singing performance (13%) offered by the City of San Antonio. In 2019 as well, the
respondents suggested that these were the most interesting events. [Q19, Top 2 box – very interested
and interested].

Barriers to attendance at arts and cultural events and activities should be addressed [Q24]. There are three
barriers mentioned by more than three in ten survey respondents and are the same from 2019:
1. Cost of events and activities (52%)
Selected open-ended comments:
• “Considerations for costs of programs for families which cannot
afford to attend.”
• “Reach out to more local artists for ideas and some might volunteer
to help to reduce costs to city. All art matters but San Antonio
should definitely incorporate local artists into our public art.”
2. Inconvenient times and days (33%)
Selected open-ended comments:
• “Love the city and will be glad when it gets back to normal.”
• Many “Covid” mentions only.
3. Difficult to access locations (33%)
Selected open-ended comments:
• “Most are only in the downtown area which isn't convenient to
everyone.
• “Parking availability”

Very few respondents have mentioned COVID-19 pandemic (5%) as a barrier which is quite negligible.
Noteworthy themes from Other option: lack of timely awareness of arts and culture events and no centralized
arts and culture calendars prevent individuals from going to events they would be interested in.
Culturally-specific programming is important to many. Their interests should be kept in mind when funding
new programs. [Q20]
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•

More than two-thirds of all survey participants are interested in programming and events that celebrate
three specific cultures:
Indigenous/Native
American (69%),
Mexican/Latino (65%),
and women (63%).

Differences by segment identify opportunities for marketing and communications strategies tailored to
specific groups of individuals. [Q15, Q16]
•
•

•

Participation among Residents and Visitors is particularly low for some offerings which might benefit from
more publicity (same as 2019), however, the major barrier cited is Covid-19. [Q15, Q16]
A differentiating barrier is uninteresting topics and venues, cited by Residents, a sentiment that continues
to be expressed since 2017. While visitors, while less concerned about costs of events and timings, seem
to be currently looking to allow for the pandemic to pass [Q24]
Similar interests in offerings was observed with residents and visitors, with arts festivals, fairs, or parades
being the top interest for both. While many Arts Patrons were most interested in exhibits, they expectedly
showed higher interests in all arts and cultural offerings than visitors or residents. [Q16, Q17]
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Detailed Findings
Engagement
Attendance
Survey respondents attend cultural and
artistic events quite frequently. [Q8]

•

Overall, two out of five attend these
events monthly (same as 2019
results).

•

Very few attend an event just once a
year or less.

•

Visitors, as would be expected,
attend events much more
often. More than half of them
attend cultural and artistic
events once a month or even
more often. A trend consistent
to results in 2019.

•

Comparatively, Visitors continue to be more active in this respect than Residents. Close to 20% of
Residents do not attend events more than once a year (comparable to 2019).
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Participation in Offerings
Many people actively participate in the arts activities offered in San Antonio, participation in 2020 shows a
significant decrease, this is most likely due to the restrictions of the Covid-19 pandemic. [Q15]

•
•

•

Of the different activities listed, more than 2 of 3 survey respondents participated in an arts festivals, fairs
or parades and exhibits in San Antonio.
Of the two most popular activities, more Residents participate in arts festivals, fairs, or parades and
exhibits than visitors. With highest participation from each segment falling in both these offerings as well.

There has been a significant drop in visitor participation in the two most popular activities when compared
to 2019. However, the participation from Residents stays same as 2019.
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•

Among all respondents, music performances, theatre performances and public art have highest total
engagement same as 2019.

•

Among Visitors, Music Performances and Public Art are tied to have the most engagement possibly due to
easier accessibility and lower costs. For Residents, Music performances is first in terms of participation,
followed closely by public art.
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•

There has been a significant drop in Visitors participation in all art and culture offerings in San Antonio
possibly due to the COVID pandemic when compared to 2019.

Awareness of Offerings
Survey participants were asked to indicate their awareness of each arts and cultural offering. In general, most
survey participants are aware of each of the offerings. [Q15, Q16]

•

The graph shows the proportion of survey respondents who indicated they were not aware of each arts
and cultural offering. The largest proportions are not aware of publishing activities or cultural activities for
older adults same as in 2019.
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•

Overall, Residents are more aware and Visitors less aware of each of the offerings listed.

•

To summarize, awareness and participation are correlated: activities with the highest levels of awareness
are also the ones that the most people participate in.

•

It is possible that, for some of the offerings with lower participation rates, that the reason for low
participation is not a lack of interest but a lack of awareness.
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Importance of Art in San Antonio
Art in general is important to most survey participants.
Art in San Antonio
•

Close to half of those surveyed
consider seeing and experiencing
art in San Antonio “very
important.”

•

Almost 8 in 10 respondents
consider this “very important” or
“important.”

•

Art in San Antonio is “very important” to about two out of five Residents and Visitors, with all other ratings
showing similar proportions between the two groups.
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Art in Other Cities
•

Similar to the importance of art in San
Antonio, many survey participants
also believe that seeing and
experiencing art when they visit
another city is also “very important.”

•

Most people (77%) consider it “very
important” or “important” which is
comparable to 2019

•

Seeing and experiencing art in other cities is “very important” to over a third of Residents (same as 2019).

•

Comparatively, seeing and experiencing art is “very important” or “important” to most of the people
surveyed regardless of whether it is in San Antonio or in another city, with proportions of ratings similar
for both visitors and residents (same as 2019).
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Barriers
•

The primary barrier preventing survey participants overall from attending art and cultural events in San
Antonio is the cost, followed by inconvenient days and times.

•

Cost is a primary barrier for both the segments although it is a problem for fewer Visitors than Residents.
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•

More Residents currently identify the pandemic as reasons for not attending.

•

Visitors cite the inability to travel, citing a one word response, “Covid”.

•

In open-ended comments, many respondents simply wrote “Covid”.

Public Interest - What Do They Want?
Survey participants identified the arts and cultural offerings in San Antonio that they found most and least
interesting.
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•

Music performances and Art festivals, fairs or parades are the offerings rated highest in terms of interest
to survey participants.

•

There are some notable differences by
segment. For instance, Residents had
lowest interest in historic preservation,
publishing books or periodicals, art
tours/art walks and cultural activities for
older adults than Visitors. Visitors are
more interested in historic preservation,
cultural activities for older adults and art
walks (same as 2019). Distinctly, visitors
also showed less interest in theatre and
musical performances.
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Overall, the graph below shows how each arts and cultural offering is rated as either most interesting or least
interesting or is not rated either way (indifferent).
•

Least interesting are publishing, classes, lectures or professional development, and dance performances.

•

Most people are indifferent towards publishing books or periodicals.
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•

Survey participants suggested a wide range of other events and activities they would like to see offered by
the City of San Antonio. In open-ended comments, survey respondents offer suggestions on how to further
the arts and culture scene in San Antonio and highlight the need for artist expression.

•

Approximately two-thirds of surveyed respondents indicate that they would be interested in
Mexican/Latino, Indigenous/Native American and Women’s culturally-specific programs (same as 2019).
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•

Interest in mostly all types of CulturallySpecific programs ticks up amongst
Visitors in 2020. Residents are slightly
more likely to interested in most
programs than are Visitors in 2020.

•

Residents and visitors showed similar
interests for the majority of culturallyspecific programming. This similar to
what was seen in 2019.

•

In the open-ended question about what
other events and activates they would like to see, some survey participants mentioned a more culturally
diverse offerings.
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Perceptions of Art in San Antonio
•

Overall, perceptions of art in San Antonio are very positive. Below are some selected responses to the
open-ended question that show how survey participants feel about art in San Antonio.

Public Art - What and Where Do They Want?
Survey participants identified the Public Arts that they have seen and experienced in San Antonio.

•

2-Dimensional and 3-Dimensional, have been rated as the highest seen/experienced Public art types.
Functional type was rated as the least seen or experienced.
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•

There are some notable
differences by segment. For
instance, Residents had
seen/experienced more Public
art types than the visitors.
Most the residents had
ssen/experienced more of 2Dimensional art type when
compared to visitors who had
seen/experienced more of 3dimentional art type.

•

Both segments had seen less
of other art types.

Overall, the graph below shows what the survey participants identified as to be more seen Public Art in San
Antonio
•

They would like to see more of Environmental and 3-Dimensional art types than the others.

•

Other types of public art types were rated as the least to be seen or experienced.
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Both residents and visitors agreed on what
art types should be more seen or
experienced in San Antonio. The scores for
each of the art types is more or less the
same across both the segments. Only for
“Other” art type residents wanted it more
than the visitors.
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Over 50% of survey participants mentioned that they would like to see Public art “along the river” closely
followed by “Downtown”.
•

Very less people wanted Public art Medical centers and Employment centers.

•

8% of people were not interested in seeing more public art.

Majority of the residents and visitors
mentioned showing public art “Along
the river” and “Down Town”. For rest
of the places there has been a
significant difference where the
public art has to be displayed. For
instance 27% residents want it in
airport but only 13% visitors want
that.
Over 15% of the visitors are not
interested in seeing more public art.
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Close to 80% of the survey participants mentioned they would like to see Public Art that is accessible to the
public incorporated into new private business development and construction. However, only 56% agreed that
new private business development and construction be required to include public art that is accessible to the
public.
Most of the survey participants expressed that there should be more advertising and education along with
community participation to increase the amount of public art in San Antonio.
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Likelihood to Recommend - NPS
For this part of the analysis, we will use a technique called NPS or Net Promoter Score, which uses the
likelihood to recommend rating as an indicator of loyalty. The technique identifies those who give ratings 0-6
as “Detractors”; ratings of 7-8 as “Passives”, and ratings 9-10 as “Promoters”. The score is calculated as the
percentage of Promoters minus the percent of Detractors.

How likely are you to recommend…?
10=Extremely likely

0=Not at all likely

0

1

2

3

4

5

Detractors

6

7

8

Passives

9

10

Promoters

NPS® = % Promoters - % Detractors
NPS = Net Promoter Score

NPS can range from -100 to +100. A positive score is “good” while a score of 50 or higher is considered
“excellent.”
NPS can range from a low of -100 to a high of +100
-100
Needs Work

0+

50 - 100

Good

Excellent

A positive NPS means that you have more advocates
(Promoters) than critics (Detractors).
Any positive NPS number is considered “good”.

An NPS of 50 or higher is “excellent”.
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•

For context, the graphic
shows the 2017 NPS scores
for a range of industries as
well as industry leaders
(brands). The NPS for cable
TV is fairly low (+3) and auto
insurance is rated higher
(+43). A brand with one of
the highest NPS scores is Ritz
Carlton Hotels (+78).

2017 INDUSTRY AVERAGE NPS SCORES
Auto Insurance

43

Hotels

41

Airlines

38

Banking

35

Health Insurance

12

Cable TV

3

2017 NPS LEADERS
Ritz Carlton Hotels

78

Amazon

66

Apple Computer

62

Cricket Cellular

52

USPS

40

Walgreens

33

•

Overall, 42% of survey
respondents are Promoters
and 32% are Detractors,
resulting in an NPS score of
+10. This is a decreased score
from 2019: 63% promoters,
15% detractors, NPS +48.

•

The NPS scores for Residents
(+20, decreased from +30 in
2019) and Visitors (+15,
decreased from +33 from
2019) The significant decrease in NPS scores overall possibly could be due to the COVID-19 Pandemic
impact on the cultural activities scene which might have created a negative impact on perception and
engagement of Arts & Cultural scene for residents and visitors who are not that actively spreading the
word when compared to 2019.
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Perceptions
Survey participants were asked the level to which they agreed or disagreed with five statements about San
Antonio’s Arts and Culture offerings [Q14].

•

A majority of survey participants “strongly agree” or “agree” with four of the five statements. They
consider San Antonio’s offerings to be better than other Texas cities and better than other international
cities. They also agree that San Antonio provides everything the respondent and the respondent’s family
wants but continues to fall short of being better in its artistic and cultural offerings than other major US
cities (same trends as 2019).

•

The Visitor segment is the most positive towards San Antonio’s offerings with about 2/3rds or more
agreeing with each statement (same as 2019).

•

Residents showed a similar outlook to visitors but with slightly higher perception scores.
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Impact of Art on San Antonio
Art is perceived to have a great deal of impact on the city

•

More than two out of three survey participants believe that art connects art and culture to neighborhoods,
aesthetically improves public facilities and open space, provides landmarks that define the city and
neighborhoods and makes art accessible to the public.

•

More than 1 in 2 respondents believe that art stimulates the economy, opens a dialogue and makes the
city competitive with other major cities.

•

Most participants in both the
segments say that art connects art
and culture to neighborhoods,
provides landmarks, makes art
accessible to the public,
aesthetically improves public
facilities and open space and
makes San Antonio competitive
with other major cities.

•

However, Visitors felt less strongly
about art’s impact in San Antonio
in comparison to Residents,
especially in terms of art’s impact
to open dialogue in San Antonio.
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In contrast to how art does impact San Antonio, survey participants indicated how they thought art should
impact the city.
•

The majority of survey participants believe that art should impact San Antonio in all the ways listed in the
statements.

•

Visitors had the weakest feelings towards art’s impact on San Antonio in the future among all statements.
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•

Comparing responses regarding how art does and should impact San Antonio, the largest proportions
believe that the impact of art in San Antonio is to make art accessible to the public, aesthetically improves
the appearance of public facilities and open space, provides landmarks and connects art and culture to
neighborhoods and should do this too. All other options were also close behind in impact, with opens a
dialogue lowest in respondent’s perception of art’s impact in San Antonio either today or in the future.
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